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SUMMARY

Introduction: Hereditary spherocytosis (HS), hereditary elliptocytosis (HE), and hereditary stomatocytosis (HSt) are inherited red cell disorders caused by defects in various membrane proteins. The heterogeneous clinical presentation, biochemical and genetic abnormalities in HS and HE have been well documented. The need to raise the awareness of HSt, albeit its much lower prevalence than HS, is due to the undesirable outcome of splenectomy in these patients.

Methods: The scope of this guideline is to identify the characteristic clinical features, the red cell parameters (including red cell morphology) for these red cell disorders associated, respectively, with defective cytoskeleton (HS and HE) and abnormal cation permeability in the lipid bilayer (HSt) of the red cell. The current screening tests for HS are described, and their limitations are highlighted.

Results: An appropriate diagnosis can often be made when the screening test result(s) is reviewed together with the patient’s clinical/family history, blood count results, reticulocyte count, red cell morphology, and chemistry results. SDS–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of erythrocyte membrane proteins, monovalent cation flux measurement, and molecular analysis of membrane protein genes are specialist tests for further investigation.

Conclusion: Specialist tests provide additional evidence in supporting the diagnosis and that will facilitate the management of the patient. In the case of a patient’s clinical phenotype being more severe than the affected members within the immediate family, molecular testing of all family members is useful for confirming the diagnosis and allows an insight into the molecular basis of the abnormality such as a recessive mode of inheritance or a de novo mutation.
1. INTRODUCTION

The designation for each of the hereditary red cell membrane disorders denotes the characteristic red cell morphology expected to be found on the peripheral blood smear of the patient. Abnormal red cell morphology is often an indicator but not necessarily specific for the named red cell disorder (Figure S1 in Appendix A). In light of new blood cell parameters being measured by the blood cell analyzers [1], it is possible to use some of the red cell parameters as indicators for an initial consideration of membranopathy.

The adoption of SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and molecular genetic techniques since the 1970s has made significant inroads into understanding the pathophysiology of hereditary spherocytosis (HS), hereditary elliptocytosis (HE), and hereditary pyropoikilocytosis (HPP). Knowing the underlying causes of these red cell membrane disorders has also enriched our basic knowledge in the structural organization of human red cell membrane. In the last 20 years, further progress has been made in understanding the pathophysiology of a group of rare membrane disorders caused by protein defects in the lipid bilayer, the hereditary stomatocytoses (HSt). The volumes of red cells in certain types of HSt can be markedly altered due to abnormal monovalent cation fluxes [2, 3]. Recently, a genome-wide association study of hemoglobin concentration and related parameters (Hb, MCH, MCHC, MCV, PCV, and RBC) has revealed possible effects of 75 independent genetic loci on the genetic mechanisms and biological pathways that control red blood cell formation and function [4].

Two published Guidelines have already dealt with the diagnosis and management of hereditary spherocytosis [5, 6]. Although hereditary stomatocytosis (HSt) is about 30- to 40-fold less common than HS, its
inclusion in this guideline is to raise the awareness for the identification and differentiation between HS, overhydrated and dehydrated HSt. This is due to an increased risk of thromboembolic events in those patients with these two types of HSt post-splenectomy [7, 8]. Variable degrees of amelioration of anemia post-splenectomy have also been reported [9–11].

The writing of this guideline has made use of evidence-based materials in peer-reviewed publications from online literature search using key words relevant to the subject matter. The unpublished data presented herein are merely for illustration purpose. It is to the best knowledge of the contributors that the information presented is accurate. Omissions of other citations were unavoidable due to massive amounts of publications on these topics. Presented in the Appendices of this Guideline are supplementary materials, such as blood smears (Appendix A), background information on selected screening tests (Appendix B), and a selection of mutations associated with the protein genes (Appendix C).

1.1. Red blood cell membrane structure

The human erythrocyte membrane is a laminated structure comprising of two distinct layers with no direct contact with each other (Figure 1). Their compositions and physiological functions are very different. The outer layer is composed of two asymmetric phospholipid leaflets. Embedded within this lipid bilayer are numerous transmembrane proteins and discrete lipid raft domains where GPI-anchored proteins reside. This lipid bilayer acts as a barrier for the retention of cations and anions within the red cells while it allows water molecules to pass through freely. Human red cell has high intracellular K⁺ and low intracellular Na⁺ contents when compared with the corresponding ion concentrations in plasma. The maintenance of this cation gradient between the red cell and its environment involves a passive outward movement of K⁺, which is pumped back by the action of an ATP-dependent Na⁺/K⁺ pump in exchange for Na⁺ ions. An imbalance of intracellular cation content can result in alteration of red cell volume (e.g. dehydration or swelling), which is the underlying cause of hereditary stomatocytosis, in which the leak rate of cation exceeds the pump rate [12].

Covering about 65% of the cytoplasmic cell surface of the lipid bilayer is a network of spectrin and actin, which form a stable ternary complex with protein 4.1 [13]. The contact points between the lipid bilayer and the spectrin-based network are through the band 3-ankyrin-protein 4.2 complex and the glycophorin C-P55-protein 4.1R complex (Figure 1). The entire framework maintains the shape, integrity, and deformability of the red cell. When there is either a qualitative or a quantitative defect in any one of the structural proteins [14], a shortened life span of the
circulating red cells due to red cell fragility is manifested as hemolytic anemia. Abnormal red cell morphology is often the first clue to this type of red cells disorders, including hereditary spherocytosis (HS), hereditary elliptocytosis (HE), and hereditary pyropoikilocytosis (HPP) [15].

2. HEREDITARY SPHEROCYTOSIS

Hereditary spherocytosis has been reported worldwide, but the highest prevalence is found among the northern European populations (estimated 1: 2000 births). The uncoupling of an unstable cytoskeleton from the lipid bilayer in localized areas on the red cell membrane can hasten red cell vesiculation. Thus, the resulting spherocytes have a decreased surface/volume ratio, dehydrated with reduced deformability. The shortened life span of HS red cells reflects the intrasplenic destruction of red cells due to their sequestration within the splenic cords [16].

Typical HS patients present with anemia, jaundice, splenomegaly, and reticulocytosis (Table 1). The disease severity of HS is classified on the basis of the degree of anemia, namely asymptomatic state, mild, moderate, and severe [24]. Most of the patients have mild HS, and up to 20–30% have a purely compensated hemolysis due to a balance between reticulocyte production and red cell destruction. In this category, HS could be evoked when finding gallstone, persistent jaundice, clinical splenomegaly, or a transient anemia in a hemolytic crisis during infection or pregnancy (Table 1). The clinical picture for a family with HS is often fairly homogeneous. Variable clinical severity in isolated HS families (or kindred) has been linked to co-inheritance of low expression polymorphism in trans to a HS (Sp) allele, namely recessive HS and the α-spectrin polymorphism SpαLEPRA allele (Low Expression PRA-gue) [25, 26], which has a frequency of 3.6% in the normal population [25, 27], and a low expression band 3 allele (Allele Genas) in one family [28].

Diagnosis of HS can be difficult in neonates as spherocytic cells are often present after birth. Most of the HS newborns have a normal hemoglobin level at birth but develop a transient and sometimes severe anemia during the first few weeks of life, due to the inability of the infants to mount an appropriate reticulocyte response to compensate for the filtering function of the spleen [31, 32].

A preliminary laboratory diagnosis includes examination of red cell morphology and full blood count results. Freshly collected blood samples should be used for preparation of blood smear to minimize artifacts. Spherocytes and hyperdense cells (% Hyper with Hb > 410 g/L) are a positive predictor for HS when the patient has both a family history and red cells indices consistent with HS [33], especially when ≥ 4% Hyper are shown in the CBC. In general, increased % Hyper indicates red cell dehydration [31]. Therefore, they are also present in other hemolytic conditions, such as infantile pyknocytosis, acquired immune spherocytosis, DHSt, and congenital dyserythropoietic anemia (CDA) type II. Among the red cell indices, MCV is not discriminative for HS. MCHC has been found useful as indicator for HS with concurrent neonatal jaundice [17]. In the case of HS with compensated hemolytic anemia, MCHC is often in the upper limit of the normal range or increased [33]. Both the MCV and the mean spherical cell volume (MSCV) values for red cells are displayed by the Beckman Coulter cell analyzer. The MSCV value is expected to be greater than that of MCV as a result of cell volume increase after spheronization in a hypo-osmolar solution during sample analysis. Under the same condition, the MSCV value obtained for HS red cells remains lower than that for the MCV value because HS red cells are unable to increase their volume further in a hypo-osmolar medium. Thus, a delta (MCV-MSCV) value > 9.6 fL is a good indicator for HS (90.6% specificity and 100% sensitivity) [34] when there is a negative DAT result.

Automated reticulocyte indices could be useful to differentiate hereditary from acquired spherocytosis [35, 36]. As membrane re-modeling begins at the reticulocyte stage in HS, a reduced reticulocyte volume under 100 fL is classically observed in HS, except in the neonates [37]. A two-step algorithm is established for identifying spherocytosis using the reticulocyte indices and the detection of hypochromic cells by the Sysmex analyzer [35]. The high predictive value for HS (100% specificity) relies on the use of reticulocyte indices to identify a population with a low percentage of immature reticulocyte fraction, i.e., with a high RET/IRF ratio (Rule #1). This ratio was particularly high (> 19) in mild or subclinical HS. Rule #2 for moderate and severe HS is based on a high percentage of microcytic cells (MicroR) and on a low proportion of
hypochromic erythrocytes (Hypo-He) among the microcytes (i.e. an increased MicroR/Hypo-He ratio) [35]. Some patients with CDAII are known to present with mild hemolytic anemia, splenomegaly, and microspherocytes that give increased osmotic fragility [38]. These cases could have been initially diagnosed to have HS and re-assigned as CDAII [39, 40]. Although their etiology is different, in several cases, such patients were splenectomized based on this HS diagnosis without complete clinical remission post-splenectomy. The differentiation between HS and CDA II depends on a correct assessment of red cell morphology on peripheral blood smear (poikilocytosis) and reticulocyte count which can also be compared against
the Hb level [41]. A reticulocyte count of $< 150 \times 10^9/$L is within the 90 percentile of the reticulocyte distribution in a majority of patients with CDAII [41, 42]. This value falls within the range of $120 \times 10^9$–$180 \times 10^9$/L for suspected HS cases that would require consideration for differentiation from CDAII.

3. HEREDITARY ELLIPTOCYTOSIS AND HEREDITARY PYROPOIKILOCYTOSIS

Hereditary elliptocytosis (HE) is heterogeneous in respect to the mode of inheritance (dominant to recessive), clinical severity (compensated anemia to transfusion dependent) (Table 2), biochemical (Membrane protein defects in HE and HPP), and molecular defects (Table 5 and Table S1 in Appendix C). Finding a small percentage of elliptocytes does not necessarily rule out HE [51] as this varies between 10% and 100%. The diagnosis of HE is incidental (e.g. elliptocytes flagged up by blood counter or postinfection) because most patients either have a compensated anemia or are asymptomatic. Red cell morphology (Figure S2 in Appendix A), Hb, and MCV are key indicators when assessing a patient’s clinical severity.

The variable clinical severity observed in patients with HE is the consequence of either a membrane protein deficiency or a qualitative defect, respectively, in protein 4.1R and the spectrin variants. Both can effect an impairment of protein–protein interaction within the cytoskeleton. The mild HE clinical picture presented by a partial 4.1 deficiency can arise from a variety of mutational events [52, 53], which are different to those mechanisms producing the 4.1 null phenotype [54, 55].

The black populations have a higher incidence of spectrin defects, whereas protein 4.1 abnormalities are prevalent among Caucasians. Patients with HE with spectrin defects tend to present a more severe clinical phenotype [56] than those having a partial 4.1 deficiency. This can be related to the severity of the spec-

### Table 2. Characteristic features of hereditary elliptocytosis

1. Ethnicity: higher prevalence in countries in the malaria-endemic regions: probable protection against malarial infection [45]. 1 in 100 births in some African countries [46] and 1: 5000 births among Caucasians. Also found in the populations in the Mediterranean countries, the Middle East, Japan [47], the Indian subcontinent, and the Far East.
2. Classification based on clinical severity
   - Asymptomatic carrier state, nonhemolytic HE: normal Hb level and normal reticulocyte count
   - HE with varying degrees of hemolysis: normal Hb but raised reticulocyte count in mild hemolysis; reduced Hb and raised reticulocyte counts in severe hemolysis
   - HE with transient infantile poikilocytosis: transfusion dependent up to the first year, and evolving quickly into the milder phenotype of the HE parent
   - Hereditary pyropoikilocytosis (HPP): severe transfusion-dependent hemolytic anemia, starting in the neonatal period with Hb of 60–100 g/L and poikilocytosis
   - Fatal hydrops fetalis: only one case due to homozygosity in β-spectrin mutation [48] note: Asymptomatic or mild elliptocytosis can be exacerbated by an infection (e.g. CMV)
3. Red cell morphology
   - Elliptocytes present in asymptomatic and nonhemolytic HE
   - Hemolytic HE: increasing severity in hemolysis results in red cell fragmentation, showing poikilocytosis due to a decreased membrane mechanical stability
   - HPP: severe microspherocytosis, micropoikilocytosis. MCV between 50 and
4. Exclusions:
   - Iron deficiency anemia, thalassemia, and other causes of acquired elliptocytosis, such as burns patients, myelodysplasia [49], and blood specimens inadvertently kept at high temperature
   - Blood group Leach phenotype (Ge-2,-3,-4) in the blood group Gerbich (Ge) system: Individuals with Gerbich null phenotype are hematologically well and healthy. Their elliptocytic RBCs lack both GPC/D and 20% reduction of protein 4.1 [50]
trin self-association impairment (see Membrane protein defects in HE and HPP). Hereditary pyropoikilocytosis (HPP) is one form of severe HE which exhibits in vivo red cell fragmentation, especially prominent during the first year of life. The percentage of microcytes (mainly dehydrated mature red cells) is the best indicator of the severity of the hemolytic anemia [57]. The marked microspherocytosis in HPP is caused by a decrease of α-spectrin content in these red cells but normal spectrin in HE red cells. Furthermore, HPP is a biallelic disorder. One of the modifying factor is a low expression allele SpaLELY (Low Expression LYon) [58, 59], which has a frequency of 20% in all ethnic groups studied. Unlike HS that asymptomatic parents can produce offspring with typical HS, in a majority of HE/HPP, at least one parent is expected to have a HE phenotype.

4. HEREDITARY STOMATOCYTOSIS

The hereditary stomatocytoses (HSt) are a group of hemolytic conditions in which the ‘primary’ lesion is a ‘leak’ to the monovalent cations sodium (Na\(^+\)) and potassium (K\(^+\)) [8, 60], resulting in an altered hydration status shown by a significant change in mean cell volume (MCV) [3]. Four subtypes have been identified: overhydrated HSt, dehydrated HSt, cryohydrocytosis (CHC), and familial pseudohyperkalemia (FP) (Table 3). Only FP is an asymptomatic trait, whereas the other three conditions vary in both clinical severity and in qualitative features. All subtypes are inherited as dominant, but new mutations are not uncommon.

Overhydrated HSt (OMIM 185000, also known as hydrocytosis) is the prototypical example, characterized by a moderate-to-severe hemolytic anemia with a mild macrocytosis and often numerous typical stomatocytes (Figure S3 in Appendix A). The intracellular Na\(^+\) and K\(^+\) levels are very abnormal, probably due to an increased pore size of the mutated Rh-associated glycoprotein (RhAG) that facilitates a more rapid rate of cation leak through the red cell membrane [65].

The incidence of dehydrated HSt (OMIM 194380, also known as xerocytosis) is the highest in the stomatocytosis group (Table 3). There are variable

| Table 3. Summary features for subtypes of hereditary stomatocytosis |
|-------------------------|-------------------------|-------------------------|-------------------------|-------------------------|
|                         | Overhydrated HSt (OHSt) | Dehydrated HSt (DHSI)  | Cryohydrocytosis (CHC)  | Familial Pseudohyperkalemia (FP) |
| Prevalence              | 1 in million births     | 1 in 10 000 births     | Rare                    | Rare                    |
| Morphology              | Macrocytosis, stomatocytes | Stomatocytes Target cells | Stomatocytes | Normal |
| Hb                      | 80–100 g/L              | 120–150 g/L            | 100–120 g/L             | Normal range |
| MCV                     | 120–140 fL              | 98–120 fL              | Normal                  | Normal range or high |
| MCHC                    | 240–280 g/L             | 350–370 g/L            | Normal                  | Normal |
| Reticulocytosis         | 10–15%                  | About 10%              | About 8%                | Normal |
| Haptoglobin             | Undetectable            | Undetectable           | Undetectable            | Present |
| Intracellular cations   | About 40× normal Na\(^+\)/K\(^+\) transport rate | Abnormal, more subtle than n OHSt | [K\(^+\)] leak at low temperature and at 4 \(^\circ\)C | High plasma [K\(^+\)] when blood specimen left at RT for several hours |
| Glycolytic metabolites  | Reduced 2,3 DPG oxidized glutathione, creatine and ergothioneine [61] | Reduced 2,3 DPG | Not known | Normal |

Exclusions:
- Altered RBC cation transport: (a) subtype of HS with a partial band 3 deficiency [62], (b) Band 3 Campinas [63]: a splicing mutation.
- SAO and CHC have indistinguishable cation permeability defects [64].
presentations of DHSt: with and without pseudohyperkalemia, and perinatal edema [66]. Recently, DHSt is linked to several mutations of PIEZO1 protein gene (FAM38A) [67, 68]. This mechanosensitive channel protein probably regulates the response of ion fluxes accompanying mechanical stress when circulating through narrow passages in capillaries [69]. The mutated PIEZO1 proteins can cause a gain-of-function (or increased permeability) [70], and that seems to explain why a healthy athlete with a firm diagnosis of DHSt presented with hemolysis after every training session [71].

‘Cryohydrocytosis,’ a name coined to describe red cells which become wet at refrigerator temperatures, comes in three forms. The key abnormality is that the cells leak Na⁺ and K⁺ profusely at refrigerator temperatures (4–8 °C) [72]. Hemolysis is variable. The low-temperature leaks cause ‘pseudohyperkalemia,’ artificually high plasma K⁺ readings due to loss of this cation from the abnormal red cells when they are cooled down from body to room temperatures after venesection. The mildest form of cryohydrocytosis presents with pseudohyperkalemia only; the next most severe presents with a mild hemolytic state, normocytic red cells, some stomatocytes, and normal MCHC. The most severe form caused by mutations in GLUT1 [73] presents with marked hemolysis, marked pseudohyperkalemia, and a pediatric neurological syndrome which is due to deficiency in glucose transport across the blood–brain barrier (‘GLUT1 deficiency’).

‘Familial pseudohyperkalemia’ denotes mild hemolytic conditions which present with artificially high plasma K⁺ due to a red cell leak of potassium. Mild cryohydrocytosis is an example but there are others. The hematology shows minimal abnormalities. The pseudohyperkalemia can be quite misleading. Fludrocortisone can be given for presumed adrenal insufficiency. In a French family in which hypertension was present [74], a diagnosis of familial hyperkalemic hypertension (Gordon’s syndrome) [75] was made before the artifactual nature of the hyperkalemia was recognized.

Stomatocytosis and hemolysis are also encountered in phytosterolemia (also known as sitosterolemia) [76], a rare recessively inherited metabolic condition in which those steroid alcohols made by oily plants (sitosterol, iso-lucasterol, others) are absorbed in unlimited quantities from the gut. In normal individuals, these sterols are rejected at the gut. The presence of these sterols in the plasma causes a mild hemolytic state with very marked stomatocytosis with no detectable cation leak. The key factor which differentiates these cases from the cation-leany stomatocytoses is the macrothrombocytopenia (MPV about 10–15 fL), which is presumably caused by the presence in the plasma of these abnormal sterols. The sterols can be measured by mass spectrometry of the patient’s plasma.

5. COEXISTENCE OF MEMBRANOPATHY AND OTHER RED CELL DISORDERS

A persistently unexplained hemolysis with or without bizarre red cell morphology (anisoscytosis and poikilocytosis together with a MCV below 70 fL) is often the cause of attention for further investigation. Taking detailed family history reveals heterogeneous clinical presentations among the affected parent(s) and siblings. When faced with the proband’s confounding clinical presentation and blood smears (Figure S2 in Appendix A), the best approach is to undertake a family study to determine the segregation pattern of two or more concurrent red cell disorders.

The incidence of HE is about 2% in different regions of Africa [46] while thalassemia [77] and South East Asian ovalocytosis (SAO) (incidence of 1–1.5%) are prevalent in South East Asia and the Melanesia. SAO (caused by a deletion of nine amino acids in Band 3) can be a hemolytic condition during early childhood [78] but hematologically normal when reaching adulthood. The co-presence of heterozygous α-thalassemia and SAO does not seem to produce more severe hemolysis and clinical symptoms. Co-inheritance of SAO with distal renal tubular acidosis (dRTA) is well documented for different ethnic groups in South East Asia. Other reported compound heterozygotes of dRTA (with 25–60% ovalocytes on blood smears) are associated with HbE, α’ thalassemia, and Hb H disease, respectively [79]. Autosomal dominant and autosomal recessive dRTA due to band 3 gene (SLC4A1) mutations are found in distinct geographic locations [80]. The former is localized mainly in the temperate zone while the latter is exclusively in the tropical regions encompassing Oman in the west to the Papua New Guinea in the east [80]. Three cases of severe HS with dRTA (without SAO) have been reported [30, 81, 82].
6. DIAGNOSTIC TESTS FOR RED CELL MEMBRANE DEFECTS

6.1 Sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of red cell membrane proteins

SDS–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) is the standard technique used not only for the quantitation of relative membrane protein contents [e.g. decreased proteins in both HS (Figure 2a) and HE, and increased spectrin dimer in HE/HPP (Figure 3a)], but it can also reveal the abnormal proteins present in the red cells, such as CDAII band 3 (Figure 2a) and spectrin variants in HE/HPP (Figure 3b). Except for the visualization of band 3 (25% of total red cell protein) and stomatin (band 7.2b in Figure 2a), this technique can not detect GLUT1, RhAG, and Piezo1 for hereditary stomatocytosis.

6.1.1. Membrane protein defects in HS

Confirmation of HS is often based on detecting a reduction of spectrin (α and β spectrin), ankyrin, band 3, or protein 4.2 (Figure 2). A specific membrane protein deficiency can represent either a direct quantitative effect due to a mutation in that protein gene or an outcome secondary to the primary mutational event in a different membrane protein gene. For instance, a primary ankyrin gene (ANK1) mutation can cause a secondary partial α-spectrin reduction or a combined deficiency of ankyrin/spectrin or spectrin/protein 4.2. An isolated partial protein 4.2 deficiency can result from either an EPB42 (protein 4.2 gene) mutation or a SLC4A1 (band 3 gene) mutation by which the protein 4.2 binding site on the mutated Band 3 is abrogated. The highest number of mutations linking to HS resides in the primary genes SPTB, ANK1, and SLC4A1 [15].

Figure 2. Membrane protein deficiencies in HS (a) Laemmli and Fairbanks buffer systems are used for gradient gels. Band 2 in Laemmli gel (4–16% linear gradient) is separated out into β spectrin and ankyrin in the Fairbanks gel (3.5–17% exponential gradient). (b) Membrane protein deficiencies identified in three laboratories: Bristol (unpublished data), Milan [83], and Naples [84]. a: the spectrin deficient group comprised of 31% α-spectrin deficiency only and 8% combined αβ-spectrin deficiency. b: Ankyrin deficiency included Ankyrin only (n = 7), combined Ank/P4.2 (n = 10), Ank/Sp (n = 7), and Ank/Sp/P4.2 (n = 7). c: Band 3 deficiency included both isolated band 3 and a combined B3/P4.2 reduction (for the three laboratories).
and their corresponding membrane protein deficiencies are shown in Figure 2b.

A higher incidence of partial spectrin deficiency is associated with moderate and severe HS. Since only a handful of pathogenic SPTA mutations have been reported, this observation can be attributed to the effect of the cis inheritance of the Spx^{LELY} allele either homozygous or heterozygous for this low expression polymorphism [25–27]. There is no definitive correlation between clinical phenotype and specific membrane proteins although a spectrin deficiency was found more frequently in children than in adults at presentation [83].

Between 8 and 11% of patients with HS gave with no detectable reductions in membrane proteins (Figure 2b). Splenectomy seemed to have improved the sensitivity of SDS-PAGE in detecting a partial ankyrin deficiency (the Milan data) [83]. This finding is consistent with the masking of ankyrin deficiency in HS by reticulocytosis [85] due to higher ankyrin content in young red cells than in aged red cells.

### 6.1.2. Membrane protein defects in HE and HPP

One-dimensional SDS-PAGE can detect both protein 4.1R deficiency and spectrin variants. The latter are the same for both patients with HE and patients with HPP (Figure 3). The severe hemolysis in HPP is attributed to higher spectrin dimer content [56] with a concomitant reduction in α-spectrin (Figure 3a). By contrast, it is normal spectrin content in asymptomatic HE. Limited trypsin digestion of spectrin reveals the defective region in the spectrin protein as a trypsin-resistant peptide, which is often localized to the

![Figure 3. Spectrin analysis for confirmation of HE/HPP and the locations of spectrin variants](image-url)

domain I of α spectrin (designated as αI80: Mr, 80 000) [86] (Figure 3b). The defects identified within this domain correlate with the extent of impairment in the spectrin self-association site, and the severity of hemolytic anemia. This conclusion is based on two findings: (i) The proximity of the α-spectrin defect (or variant) to the self-association site of α and β chains (Figure 3c) and (ii) The proportion of the mutant HE spectrin α chain recruited into the cytoskeleton, which, in turn, depends on the presence in trans (or in cis) of the low expression SpαLELY allele [58, 59].

Identification of spectrin variants from other domains requires two-dimensional gel electrophoresis of tryptic spectrin digest. The detection of SpαII/21 [87], SpαII/31 [88], or Spectrin St. Claude [89] in the homozygous probands is easier than in the heterozygous family members due to the elevated spectrin dimer content found only in the homozygotes. Since the locations of these variants are further away from the spectrin self-association site (Figure 3c), the increased dimer content solely in homozygotes indicates a long-range effect of a spectrin mutation on self-association site. It could be a conformational change in the helix harboring the mutation within the triple helical repeat unit [56].

6.2. Screening tests for hereditary spherocytosis

The screening tests presented in Table 4, except ektacytometry, are in regular use in general hematology laboratories.

6.2.1. The osmotic fragility test

The traditional OF test uses 14 concentrations of NaCl, ranging from 0.1 to 0.8 g/dL NaCl [92]. However, modifications are available: a 4-tube method using four concentrations of NaCl solution (0.5 g/dL for unincubated cells, 0.60, 0.65, and 0.75 g/dL NaCl for incubated RBCs) [93], and a 17-tube method with the last 3 tubes at 0.85, 0.9, and 1.0 g/dL of NaCl (Milan). Spherocytes have less resistance to lysis at each NaCl concentration when compared to normal RBCs. Precipitation of the whole blood sample for 24 h at 37 °C will enhance the degree of cell lysis.

The drawback of the OF test is a lack in specificity, as other congenital red cell defects or conditions can also give a positive result (i.e. increased red cell lysis). These include immune hemolytic anemia, recent blood transfusion (i.e. lysis of recently transfused RBCs ex vivo due to depletion of ATP in these cells), RBC enzyme deficiencies (e.g. G6PD and pyruvate kinase deficiencies), and unstable hemoglobin variants. The OF test result has to be interpreted together with family history and examination of the peripheral blood smear.

A flow cytometric osmotic fragility test is available, which is based on a greater susceptibility of HS red cells to lyse in a medium spiked with deionized water. Although it shows high specificity and sensitivity for HS [94], it is not known whether this method can also detect red cells with abnormal membrane permeability to cation.

6.2.2. The acid glycerol lysis time test

The original glycerol lysis time (GLT) test [95] measures the time taken for 50% hemolysis of a blood sample in a buffered solution of hypotonic saline/glycerol. Glycerol retards the entry of water into the red cells, thus prolonging the lysis time. Addition of 0.0053M sodium phosphate lowered the pH of the buffered solutions to 6.85 with improvement of the sensitivity and specificity of this test for HS. This is the basis of the acidified glycerol lysis time (AGLT) test [96]. As a result, the lysis of normal red cells can be measured at a more manageable time of > 900s, instead of lysis at 23s–45s. The AGLT could also give positive results in acquired spherocytosis, such as AIHA, in about one-third of the pregnant women, and in some patients with chronic renal failure and with myelodysplastic syndrome [96, 97].

6.2.3. Osmotic gradient ektacytometry

Osmotic gradient ektacytometry monitors the extent of red cell shape change within a range of osmotic gradient (i.e. modulation of cellular water content) under a known shear stress (Appendix B.1). An osmotic gradient deformability index (DI) profile provides the information about cell water content and heterogeneity of deformability. The advantage of this technique is the production of distinct deformability profiles for several types of red cell disorders (Figure 4).
For producing consistent DI profiles, same day blood collection and testing are preferred. If necessary, overnight storage of blood specimens at 4 °C is still acceptable. Red cells stored over 24 h will give a profile of overhydration. Antibodies bound to red cells can affect each parameter (DI<sub>max</sub>, O<sub>min</sub>, O<sub>hyper</sub>) (Appendix B.1).

The DI profiles for HS show a decreased DI<sub>max</sub> together with an increased O<sub>min</sub> (reflecting osmotic fragility) and/or decreased O<sub>hyper</sub> reflecting cell dehydration (Figure 4). All blood samples are required to give a negative result in the direct antiglobulin test prior to performing ektacytometry. This is due to overlapping results obtained for HS and the spherocytes produced in AIHA [37], especially among jaundiced neonates [31].

HE is characterized by a trapezoidal curve with moderately decreased DI<sub>max</sub> but normal O<sub>min</sub> and O<sub>hyper</sub> results. By contrast, the DI profile of HPP red cells presents a markedly reduced DI<sub>max</sub> (Figure 4).
SAO red cells are rigid, and they do not deform in this assay. The DHSt curve has a normal ID$_{max}$, and its left-shifted DI profile indicates red cell dehydration (Figure 4). Although the DI profiles for DHSt and sickle cell disease look similar (Figure 4), ektacytometry is currently the only simple and reliable screening test for the diagnosis of DHSt.

Exclusion of hemoglobinopathy and iron deficiency should be considered when an abnormal DI profile is obtained. A ‘flat-top’ DI profile can be produced by either thalassemia (Figure 4) or iron deficiency. This kind of profile for thalassemia red cells is consistent with resistance to osmotic lysis.

The differentiation between HS and DHSt is straightforward due to the left shift of the DHSt curve. It can be challenging to distinguish between HS and CDAII using ektacytometry as some profiles for CDAII can be interpreted as atypical HS. Therefore, SDS-PAGE is often performed in the absence of family history of HS for differential diagnosis. If necessary, there will be a follow-up appointment for family members and/or repeat testing of the proband after several (> 3) months.

Laser-assisted optical rotational red cell analyzer (LORCA) presumably works in a principle similar to ektacytometry although the way of generating the deformability index is different. An evaluation of both ektacytometry and LORCA by using red cells from a wider range of disorders (not just for HS, HE, overhydrated and dehydrated HSt) and clinical condition(s) (e.g. hyposplenism [98]) will establish whether abnormal deformability profiles are exclusive to those red cell disorders associated with defective intrinsic membrane proteins.
6.2.4. The Eosin-5'-Maleimide (EMA) binding test

The EMA binding test [99] can detect HS red cells as well as SAO, cryohydrocytosis, and some cases of CDA type II [42, 99]. Their differentiation from HS [39, 40, 100] can be made using red cell morphology (Appendix A) and SDS-PAGE (Figure 2a). Furthermore, this technique can also detect HPP red cells (Appendix B.2) that give mean channel fluorescence (MCF) readings about 25% lower than that for HS [101] and high MCF results for the red cells with high MCV [102]. The EMA binding test can be used alone when adequate clinical and laboratory information on the patient are available [6]. The alternative approach is to use different combinations of screening tests, namely the OF test/the EMA binding test [6], AGLT/ the EMA binding test [42], and ektacytometry/the EMA binding test [103].

As a general rule, whenever the MCF reading is within the range for typical HS, a membrane protein deficiency is usually detected in the patient’s red cells (Figure 5). Exceptions to this were found in about 0.9% of patients (four in 403 cases) suspected with HS and unexplained hemolytic anemia (an audit in Bristol) to have given normal EMA results. Yet, their subsequent SDS-PAGE results showed a membrane protein deficiency: reduced α-spectrin in three patients and one was band 3 deficient. All three spectrin deficient patients had presented with typical clinical features namely, chronic mild hemolytic anemia (Hb 80–100 g/L), raised bilirubin, gallstones, reticulocytosis, and splenomegaly. By inference, using the EMA binding test together with a second screening test can probably detect all patients with HS [42, 104].

Table 4 shows the reference ranges for normal controls and patients with HS, which give the different formats of result presentation. Furthermore, these values can serve as a guide for other users when planning to establish this technique in a laboratory. However, these ranges from three laboratories (Bicêtre, Milan, and Mayo) have not taken into consideration of a gray area for HS (Figure 5). Interpretation of ‘gray area’ results requires the consideration of family history, clinical presentation with evidence of a hemolytic anemia as well as carrying out a family study to include proband, both parents and siblings [102]. A trend for HS can be identified based on results from the mildly affected family members [105].

The drawback of the EMA binding test is a lack of universal reference ranges for normal controls and HS as they are currently established by individual laboratories due to the different scales for mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) shown on flow cytometers from different manufacturers (Table 4). Harmonization of result presentation can facilitate comparison of patient results between laboratories [106]. This issue together with appropriate cutoff value for distinguishing between HS and normal controls was already raised by several testing laboratories [102, 107–109].

7. MOLECULAR GENETIC ANALYSIS

Table 5 shows the wide genetic heterogeneity of hereditary spherocytosis, HE/HPP, and hereditary stomatocytosis as defects in some of the membrane proteins can cause more than one type of red cell disorders. Consideration for molecular analysis is a case-by-case decision, which is often the last option in a diagnostic plan for the patient. A general approach is that molecular analysis of membrane protein genes for HS and HE does not add extra information for the patient whose family is already known to have the red cell disorder. A recessive mode of inheritance, and a case of suspected de novo mutation or compound heterozygosity do warrant further investigation using DNA sequencing.
Molecular assessment of the presence of several modifiers genes, such as UGT1A1 promoter polymorphisms and mutations in the HFE gene, could assist in the prediction of the course of disease development [18]. If available, such analysis can confirm the diagnosis of HS for patients with apparently normal parents. These patients could have either a genuine recessive pattern of inheritance (i.e. homozygosity or double heterozygosity for an α-spectrin mutation) or an apparently recessive one caused by de novo mutation of ankyrin or β-spectrin genes (Table S1 in Appendix C). To discriminate between various possibilities, SDS-PAGE can be performed prior to quantitation of ankyrin or β-spectrin gene expression (e.g. the reverse-transcribed amplified cDNA from the region of several polymorphisms). A de novo monoallelic expression of these genes is often the underlying cause of recessive inheritance pattern in patients with HS [110]. However, a reduction of ankyrin could be the result of a mutation in the SLC4A1 or ANK1.

Finally, α spectrin alleles in patients with isolated spectrin deficiency and a co-inheritance of defective β spectrin gene have to be investigated at the molecular level to distinguish between a mutation or a polymorphic allele (e.g. spectrin αLEPRA) responsible for the recessive pattern of inheritance [25, 26, 111].

SDS-PAGE can detect the typical hypoglycosylated CDAII band 3 (Figure 2a) if there is uncertainty between HS and CDAII for a patient. The alternative option is to perform molecular analysis of the SEC23B gene for confirmation of CDA II [112, 113].

In some cases of HE that have a proband with a markedly severe clinical presentation and a milder HE phenotype in both parents, demonstration of a hypomorphic allele (such as spectrin αLELY allele) co-inherited in-trans to a SpHE allele (i.e. a structural spectrin defect) in the proband will explain the clinical severity [58, 59]. The molecular basis for a protein 4.1R abnormality can be caused by one of the mutational events: gene deletions, decreased 4.1mRNA levels caused by promoter mutations or unstable mRNA [53, 54], or a decreased protein synthesis caused by translational defects [55]. SDS-PAGE can detect the protein 4.1 deficiency.

Reaching a preliminary diagnosis of hereditary stomatocytosis takes time due to a lack of specific disease indicators for testing in general laboratory. The basic information is an increase of MCV and MCHC, time- and temperature-dependent K⁺ leak from red cells, stomatocytes, or target cells (Table 3). Using ektacytometry is the best option for OHSt and DHSt, albeit only available in a very few testing centers in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein (Gene)</th>
<th>Chromosomal location</th>
<th>Exons (number)</th>
<th>mRNA length (bp)</th>
<th>Disease</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alpha spectrin (SPTA1)</td>
<td>1q22-23</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>7999</td>
<td>HS, HE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta-spectrin (SPTB)</td>
<td>14q23-24.1</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>10 063</td>
<td>HS, HE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ankyrin (ANK1)</td>
<td>8p11.2</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>8297</td>
<td>HS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 3 (SLC4A1)</td>
<td>17q21-22</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4965</td>
<td>HS, SAO, CHC dRTA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein 4.1R (EPB41)</td>
<td>1p33-34.2</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5930</td>
<td>HE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein 4.2 (EPB42)</td>
<td>15q15-21</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4553</td>
<td>HS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RhAG (RHAG)</td>
<td>6p12-21</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1912</td>
<td>OHSt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIEZO1 (FAM38A)</td>
<td>16q24.2-16qter</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>1912</td>
<td>DHSt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glut1 (SLC2A1)</td>
<td>1p31.3-35</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3318</td>
<td>CHC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABCB6 (ABC B6)</td>
<td>2q35-36</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3016</td>
<td>FP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ABCB6- ATP binding cassette (ABC) transporter in the B subfamily, also known as mitochondrial porphyrin transporter, which imports porphyrin into mitochondria during heme biosynthesis [120]. dRTA, distal renal tubular acidosis; HS, hereditary spherocytosis; HE, hereditary elliptocytosis; SAO, South East Asian ovalocytosis; DHSt, dehydrated hereditary stomatocytosis; OHSt, overhydrated hereditary stomatocytosis; CHC, cryohydrocytosis; FP, familial pseudo-hyperkalemia.


Table 5. Genes involved in red cell membrane defects

Europe. If hereditary stomatocytosis is suspected at presentation of a patient, confirmation of the diagnosis can be carried out by means of sequencing the appropriate candidate gene (Table 5). For instance, sequencing of the coding region for the C-terminal domain of \textit{SLC4A1} will be able to confirm cryohydrocytosis as nine amino acid substitutions in the region between aa-687 and aa-796 of band 3 protein have been reported for cryohydrocytosis [114].

Recent advances in the next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies have transformed the genetics study of human diseases [115]. This is an era of unprecedented productivity. Exome sequencing, the targeted sequencing of the protein-coding portion of the human genome, has been shown to be a powerful and cost-effective method for detection of disease variants underlying Mendelian disorders. There are several new attempts to use this technology to diagnosing in one reaction all the possible causes of red cell cytoskeleton defects. This method could be certainly useful mainly for autosomal dominant cases. However for autosomal recessive inheritance, the lack of capability of NGS to diagnose mutations in intronic sequence as well in regulatory sequence and deletion-al forms could impair this methodology [116, 117].

Application of NGS in the diagnosis of red cell membrane disorders has recently been reported [118, 119]. Presented herein is a brief summary on the experience of the Naples laboratory in their validation of various molecular techniques using cases of known specific membrane protein defects. After identifying the underlying protein gene mutation in a proband using the NGS, other family members (e.g. parents and affected relatives) will always be tested by other less expensive molecular techniques (namely PCR and sequencing) to confirm the inherited mutation(s). In a patient, more than one membrane protein gene can be identified to have a mutation. Verification of the gene mutation directly responsible for the clinical phenotype is based on functional assay using the \textit{Xenopus} oocyte expression system. As a general estimate, a wide genome search can identify causative mutation(s) in about 60% of cases. The correct assignment rate (i.e. matching the diagnosis with the membrane protein gene) increases to 80% with whole exome sequencing. A 90% assignment rate is feasible when using targeted sequencing. The added advantage of targeted sequencing is the concomitant detection of mutations in nonmembrane protein genes that can have a modifying effect on the clinical phenotype.

8. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR LABORATORY DIAGNOSIS OF RED CELL MEMBRANE DISORDERS

Aim to reduce the turnaround time due to request for unnecessary additional tests; e.g. SDS-PAGE of erythrocyte membrane proteins and molecular testing:

- A testing laboratory can make an informed decision when a test requisition form gives adequate patient information and the reason for the test(s) required. Useful information includes a tentative diagnosis, the patient’s clinical presentation, a DAT-negative result, reticulocyte count, and markers for hemolysis (Figure 6), and family history.
- State clearly if the reason for test request is for exclusion of membrane defect.
- Send a pretransfusion blood specimen or wait for complete clearance of residual transfused red cells before sending a blood specimen to testing laboratory. It takes 8 weeks for complete clearance of transfused cells from circulation.

For hereditary spherocytosis:

- Spherocytes on blood smear has a good positive predictive value for HS in a patient with a family history and compatible red cells indices. In the absence of a family history, DAT and a screening test for HS should both be performed.
- Signs for mild HS: occasional spherocytes in the peripheral blood smear, together with borderline reticulocytosis, slightly abnormal biochemical markers of hemolysis with or without splenomegaly. These observations may be diagnostic of mild HS after exclusion of other causes of spherocytosis namely, pregnancy, autoimmune hemolysis, CDAII, systemic hematological diseases, and some enzyme deficiencies.
- All the screening tests presented can detect typical HS. If in doubt, use two screening tests (Table 4). Equally important is an awareness of when a screening test can give false-positive results with other red cell disorders and false-negative results with isolated HS cases.
- If available, molecular testing is considered when all screening tests give negative or equivocal results for a
proband presenting with characteristic features of membrane disorder, whereas the family members are hematologically well and healthy. Identifying the molecular basis of the hemolytic anemia facilitates genetic counseling or when considering for splenectomy.

Detection of SpαLEPRA allele by PCR technique (cf. Table S1 in Appendix C) can explain the more severe clinical phenotype in a proband than in other HS family members.

For hereditary elliptocytosis:

- In the absence of a family history of HE and only a few elliptocytes on the blood smear, it is advised to confirm the diagnosis of HE for the proband [51].
- If available, carry out SDS-PAGE for quantitation of protein 4.1 and spectrin analysis (spectrin dimer content and spectrin variant) (Figure 3). Or, use ektacytometry/LORCA to obtain characteristic DI profile (Figure 4).
- In HPP, detection of SpαLELY allele in trans to a SpHE allele by PCR technique can explain the severe clinical phenotype in a majority of patients. New mutational events can also cause HPP-like phenotype (cf. Table S1 in Appendix C).

For hereditary stomatocytosis:

- Important to make a firm diagnosis as splenectomy is not beneficial to a patient with dehydrated HSt, and overhydrated HSt [7, 121]. The confirmatory tests include ion flux measurement, ektacytometry, or LORCA for overhydrated HSt, dehydrated HSt, and DNA sequencing for specific genes (Table 5).
- If none of the above is available, use screening tests for differential diagnosis of HS and other rarer red cell disorders (Table 4). If available, use flame photometry to quantitate plasma K⁺, intracellular [K⁺] and [Na⁺] in fresh and stored specimens from patient and a paired normal control being kept at room temperature and in the refrigerator [72].
- If a patient does not respond to splenectomy (which was performed based on a diagnosis of HS) [9], re-examine the patient for the likelihood of HSt.
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